
Stay ahead of online threats

We understand that keeping track of cyber threats is not easy. 

That’s why we help you recognize and fight them.

Cleafy LABS provides you with detailed reports and 
analyses about the latest threats discovered by our 
Threat Intelligence team. Our purpose is to share 
useful information to help you improve your fraud 
management. 

By having prompt access to our technical reports 
you will be among the first people worldwide to be 
informed about:
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Patterns of attacks Snippets of malicious code

Geographical distribution of the attacks

List of IOC’s List of malware commands



What does it mean in practice?

TeaBot: a new Android malware 
emerged in Italy, targets banks  
in Europe

At the beginning of January 2021, we 
discovered and analyzed a new  
Android banker. We dubbed it TeaBot. 
 
Read the full report

SharkBot: A new generation of 
Android trojans is targeting banks 
in Europe 

Cleafy tracked down a new Android 
banking trojan that is able to bypass 
behavioural detection countermeasures 
through ATS techniques.

Read the full report

Who’s behind       ?

Cleafy LABS is an initiative launched in 2021 by Cleafy and led by our  
Threat Intelligence team, a group of fraud hunters whose objective is to 
study, prevent and identify all possible threats in the cybersecurity world. 

Information means power, and for us sharing this information means  
empowering businesses to keep customers safe and free from the worries 
of the digital world. 

All this with one mission only: making technology a safer place.

To learn more about Cleafy LABS visit cleafy.com/labs or email us at info@cleafy.com

Take a look at what we have already discovered

Also appeard in

Apple report “Building a Trusted Ecosystem for Millions of Apps”, referenced our research “TeaBot: a 
new Android malware emerged in Italy, targets banks in Europe” (Apple Ins, October 2021, ref. 79)

ABC news “Alertan sobre un nuevo troyano para Android que es capaz de robar las claves bancarias 
de 60 entidades”, referenced our research “TeaBot: a new Android malware emerged in Italy, targets 
banks in Europe” (Rodrigo Alonso, May 2021)
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